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SOARstik 
Slow Stick Soaring Wing 

 
 

 
 

 
  V1.1 

 

 
Span 55” /  Length 34” / AUW 16oz / Area 465 Sq.” 
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WARRANTY 
 

Stevens AeroModel guarantees this kit to be free from defects in both material and workmanship 
at the date of purchase.  This warranty does not cover any component parts damaged by use or 
modification.  In no case shall Stevens AeroModel’s liability exceed the original cost of the 
purchased kit.  Further, Stevens AeroModel reserves the right to change or modify this warranty 
without notice. 
 
In that Stevens AeroModel has no control over the final assembly or material used for final 
assembly, no liability shall be assumed nor accepted for any damage resulting from the use by 
the user of the final user-assembled product.  By the act of using the user–assembled product, 
the user accepts all resulting liability. 
 
If the buyer is not prepared to accept the liability associated with the use of this product, the buyer 
is advised to return this kit immediately in new and unused condition to the place of purchase. 
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SPORTstik / SOARstik 
Product Update 11/17/2007 

 
 
Thank you for purchasing a Stevens AeroModel “SPORTTstik” or “SOARstik” wing kit.  As a 
result of several minor changes made by GWS to the SlowStick kit components, it has become 
necessary for us to make a few small changes to the Stevens AeroModel “SPORTstik” and 
“SOARstik” kits to improve compatibility. 
 
Part kit: GW/SLOW-STICK-AS1 
 
This GWS parts kit contains the fuselage boom, push-rods, and fiberglass leading edge dowels 
utilized in the “SPORTstik” and “SOARstik” wing kits.   
 
Fuselage Boom.  GWS no longer supplies the fuselage boom to us as a one-piece extruded 
aluminum boom.   Instead, the 10mm square fuselage boom has been replaced by a one or two-
piece fiberglass boom.  As a result we advise the builders of “stik” and “SOARstik” wing kits not to 
secure the Horizontal and Vertical Stab with the #2x1/4” sheet metal screws supplied in our kit.  
Users of the new fiberglass boom should instead use the machine screws, washers, and nuts 
provided in the updated GW/SLOW-STIK-AS1 parts kit.  It has also come to our attention that 
some of the fiberglass booms have not been pre-drilled for assembly.  It is absolutely imperative 
that you pre-drill all of your holes through this new fiberglass boom and use nut and bolt type 
hardware for motor and stabilizer connections. 
 
Push-Rods.  GWS now supplies two short lengths of heavy-weight push-rod wire in the GWS 
parts kit.  In addition to being too heavy for our application, this wire is too short to reach the 
intended servo locations for your kit.  In response to this change, our “SPORTstik” and 
“SOARstik” kits now feature two 24” lengths of .045” wire (taped to the back of your sheet wood 
brick).  Please use the 0.045” wire supplied with our wing kit instead of that supplied in 
GW/SLOW-STICK-AS1.  Use our 0.045” wire will require minor reaming of the holes in our 
supplied Micro Control Horns and EZ Links. 
 
Part kit: GW/SLOW-STICK-AS3 
 
Wing towers:  GWS made changes to the wing towers supplied in this kit.  Specifically they have 
improved the rubber band wing retention posts.  However, many of the old style towers are 
floating around on the market place, these old style towers will not fit the heavy gauge wire 
supplied with the new GW/SLOW-STICK-AS1 parts kits.   Again, please use the now supplied 
0.045” wire included with your Stevens AeroModel wing kit, and simply ream the holes in the old 
style tower to fit the 0.045” wire. 
 
Thank you for choosing Stevens AeroModel.  We take pride ourselves in our work and sincerely 
hope that you find this to be one of the more rewarding building experiences you have had.  As 
we love hearing from our customers, please do not hesitate to e-mail us about your building 
experience.  We are continually looking for ways to improve our product and your feedback 
matters! 
 
Happy Flying, 
 
 
 
Bill Stevens 
Stevens AeroModel 
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REQUIRED TO COMPLETE KIT: 
 
Kit Contents: 
 

 Illustrated Instruction Manual 
 Reduced Plan Set 
 Laser Cut Balsa and Hardwood Parts Sheets  (See Cut Parts Inventory Sheet) 
 Raw Materials (Taped to brick of Wood) 

• 1 - 0.045” x 12” Music Wire 
• 2 - 0.045” x 24” Music Wire 
• 3 - 1/8” x 24” Hardwood Dowel 
 

 Small Hardware Bag 
• 1 - Bag #16 Rubber Bands (10). 
• 4 - #2x3/16” Self Tapping Screws. 
• 4 - DuBro RC Micro2 Control Horns 
• 4 - DuBro RC Micro2 EZ-Links 
• 2 - Rubber Wheel retainers (main wheels) 
• 1 - Tail  Wheel retainer. 
 

Finishing Items: 
 
If you are not upgrading your existing GWS Slow Stick you will require the following: 
 

1. GWS Slow Stick Assembly AS1 Fuselage with Hardware (GW/SLOW-STICK-AS1)  
2. GWS Slow Stick Assembly AS3 Plastic Parts Tree (GW/SLOW-STICK-AS3) 
 

To cover the model we suggest a light weight easy to apply iron on film. 
 

3. One roll of AeroLITE covering available from www.stevensaero.com 
 

Suggested Electronics: 
 

1. 4-6 Channel Transmitter. 
2. 4 - Hitec HS-55 Servos (use of HS-55 servos will negate the need for two 6” servo extensions) 
3. 1 – 6” Servo “Y” Harness (only required with use of non-computerized 4ch radio) 

 
Items You May Need: 
 
1. Thin CA (super glue) or White Glue 
2. Plan/Table Protector (use the bag that this kit came in to protect your work surface from CA glue spills) 
3. Razor Blade(s) 
4. Med-Fine Grit Sand Paper and sanding block 
5. Clear Tape ¾” Wide 
6. 1/32” Drill Bit 
7. Balsa Wood Filler 
8. High Speed Cut-off wheel and rotary tool. (Required only for cutting optional fiber leading edge) 
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INSTRUCTIONS: 
 
 

 
 
The SOARstik is an extended span variation of our original “stik" platform and has been 
completely re-designed to accommodate the additional stresses of AP payloads.  Take 
advantage of the SOARstik platform to thermal in exceptionally light lift or tote aloft your favorite 
light AP (Aerial Photography) rig. 
 
This product is targeted for a first time build and as such; features traditional Stevens AeroModel 
laser engineered interlocking design techniques... the laser cut parts are keyed and labeled in 
such a fashion as to reduce the possibility of building the wing incorrectly. The wing features 
diagonal interlocking sub ribs to reduce the possibility of warping the assembly during the 
covering process. Wood selection is top notch with appropriate grain, thickness, and density hand 
selected to produce an efficient design that is minimizes weight while being exceptionally durable. 
 
I sincerely hope you enjoy building and flying your SOARstik electric aileron trainer. 
 
Bill Stevens 
bill@stevensaero.com 
  
Stevens AeroModel “Laser Engineered Kits™” 
1528 S. Nevada Ave. 
Colorado Springs, CO 80906 
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Before You Begin 
 
Before you begin aimlessly shaking the balsa bits from their sheets suggest you perform the 
following steps: 
 

1. Read these instructions thoroughly and Take a complete inventory of your kit and 
compare your cut balsa sheets to the reference at the beginning of this manual.  
Immediately contact sales@stevensaero.com to report any damaged or missing 
components. 

 
2. While the parts are still retained within the balsa sheet use a fine grit sand paper and 

lightly sand both sides of the sheet wood, this will remove any residue and discoloration 
from the cutting process and will  knock the grain down on the wood for better results 
when covering.  Tip!  Do not get carried away here or you could significantly impact the 
parts fit.  I suggest light sanding with 250-400 grit paper. 

 
3. As much as I love building laser cut kits, I don’t like to see dark laser “burn” marks 

showing through my covering.  I find it useful to keep some 400 grit paper handy to 
remove the oxidation from the laser cutting process by lightly sanding any surfaces that 
will be exposed prior to gluing them into position.  Keep in mind that you should NOT 
sand any interlocking surfaces or this will impact the fit and keying of the kit. 

 
4. Thin CA glue (about ½ oz.) is suggested for the bulk of the assembly.  ALWAYS use a 

super fine glue applicator tip when working with thin CA to meter the amount of glue 
required for each joint.  If you have a CA allergy you may substitute wood glue (thinned 
with water).  Using wood glue will necessitate pinning parts to the building board until the 
glue has cured. 

 
5. Use the poly tubing that this kit was packaged in to protect your building surface from 

glue spills.  Tip:  Wrapping your finger tips with masking tape will prevent the unfortunate 
situation whereby you glue your fingers to the model. 

 
6. All parts are laser scribed with a part number, take a mental note of where these parts 

are located and DO NOT remove parts from the balsa sheet until it is required in your 
assembly step. 

 
7. If you purchased the full SOARstik kit you will have received two original GWS Slow Stick 

assemblies marked AS1 and AS3.  You will not utilize all provided parts from these 
assemblies.  Retain the parts pictured in the photos below: 
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Empennage Assembly 
 

1. Begin assembly by locating the 3/32” balsa empennage parts.  Assembly the horizontal 
stabilizer from parts HS1 (main assembly) and HS2 (cross grain end pieces).  Vertical 
stab “V”, rudder “R”, and elevator “E” require no assembly.  A photo of the complete 
empennage assemblies is given below for reference. 

 

 
 
 

2. Sand the leading edge of the vertical and horizontal stabilizer round while leaving the 
training edge square.  The flying surfaces of the SOARstik are simply tape hinged; this 
requires that you sand a 45 degree bevel along the leading edge of both the elevator and 
rudder while leaving the trailing edge square (see illustration below). 

 

 
 

3. Final sand the empennage assembly in preparation for covering with AeroLITE. 
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Wing Sub-Assemblies 

 
 
1. Assemble (2) two each of spar “S1” from 3/32” balsa parts “S1a” and “S1b”.  

 
 
2. Assemble (2) two each of the upper spar cap strip “S2” from 3/32” balsa parts “S2a” and 

“S2b”, next assemble (2) two each the bottom spar cap strip “S3” from balsa parts “S3a” and 
“S3b”. 

 
3. Assemble (2) two each of trailing edge “TE” from 1/8” balsa parts “TEa” and “TEb”. 

 
4. Assemble (2) two each of aft turbulator “W1” from parts “W1a” and “W1b”.  Next assemble (2) 

two each of the forward turbulator “W2” from parts “W2a” and “W2b”. 

      
5. Assemble (2) two each of the wing tip “W6” from parts “W6a” and “W6b”. 
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Wing Assembly 
 
Assembly method:  Refer to the reduced plan sheet (11”x17”) for the wing assembly parts 
location diagram (Full Size plan sheets are not required and have not been included with this kit.)  
The wing is of  “I-Beam” type construction which consists of a 3/32” balsa spar web which is 
slotted to accept the wing ribs.  This web is caped by balsa strips that interlock with the ribs to 
form the “I-Beam”.  The wing is assembled as one section. 
 
When assembling the wing pay careful attention to the orientation of the spar, trailing edge, cap 
strips, and turbulators as these parts have a directional component (These components are 
marked with arrows “->” which should always point towards the wing center section).   
 
Things to remember:  As you assemble the wing panels apply only enough glue to tack the 
assembly together.  Each part that you add to the assembly will add to the rigidity and square of 
the assembly.  Once the bulk of the wing panel has been assembled you can re-visit each joint 
and wick a more liberal amount of glue along the bonding surface. 
 

1. Join together both balsa “S1” spar webs by laminating the “S4” 1/32” plywood dihedral 
braces on opposite sides of the 3/32” balsa spar web.  Hint: use scrap 3/32” balsa to help 
align the spar web slots with those of the dihedral brace. 
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2. Build out the left wing panel.  Dry fit (use no glue) ribs “R2”, and “R3” (R1 will be installed 
later).  The remaining ribs are all marked “R4” dry fit these referring to the illustration 
below and the 11x17 plan sheet. 

 

   
 

3. Key the bottom “S3” spar cap to the left wing assembly as illustrated below.  Locate “S3” 
with the arrow etched “->” towards the wing center section.  Use a small drop of glue at 
each rib/spar/cap joint to retain parts to the assembly. 

 

 
 
4. Locate the two (2) 3/32” balsa parts “R1” and laminate these together to form one “R1” 

rib.  Install “R1” to the wing center section and retain with the upper cap “S2” cap strip. 
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5. Install the wing trailing edge “TE” as illustrated below.  Retain with a small drop of CA at 

each rib to trailing edge joint. 
 

 
 

 
6. With the trailing edge installed, secure the spar cap strips to the spar web by wicking thin 

CA along the adjoining surface.  Hint: Hold the spar flat against your work table to 
remove any gaps between the cap strip and spar web. 
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7. Install the wing turbulators.  Begin by installing W1 closest to the wing spar and W2 

closest to the leading edge of the wing.  Remember the turbulators have a directional 
component marked “->” which should be oriented closest to the wing center section.  
With the left wing panel held securely against your flat building surface completely seat 
the turbulator into slots in ribs and retain with a drop of thin CA glue. 

 

 
 
 

8. Center the wing tip “W6” at the wing trailing edge and tack glue into position following 
flush along the upper profile of the outer most wing rib.  Work slowly in ½” increments 
tacking the wing tip down, with CA glue, as you proceed towards the leading edge.  See 
illustration below for photo of final assembly. 
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9. The basic assembly for the LEFT wing panel is complete.  Follow the above steps 

1-8 to construct the right wing assembly before proceeding. 
 
10. With both wing panel assemblies complete, install the 1/32” ply trailing edge center 

section brace “S5” to the recess provided at the wing center section as illustrated below.  
 

 
 

   
11. Install the servo pockets for both right and left wing panels.  Begin by locating the 1/32” 

ply part “SR1” into the pre-cut slots in wing spar brace and rib R2.  Complete by 
laminating the 3/32” balsa doubler “SR2” to the outside surface of “SR1”. 
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12. Retain the wing flat against your building board (one panel of wing at a time) and install 
the wing truss sub ribs “W3”, “W4”, and “W5” (final asembly illustrated below).  Refer to 
the 11x17 plan sheet to reference proper location.  Note that “W3” and “W4” are uniquely 
cut to accommodate the dihedral angle of the wing and proper spacing against main 
spar.  Retain trussing by applying thin CA glue at the trailing edge and spar joints. 

 

 
 
 

13. Install 1/8” dowel leading edge (optional fiber leading edge shown).  With the basic wing 
kit you have been given (3) three each 24” lengths of 1/8” wood dowel.  If you purchased 
the full kit you may choose to use the more durable fiber leading edge parts included in 
the part bag marked “SLOW-STICK-AS1”.  Regardless of your chosen material assembly 
steps will be similar.    

 
Start the leading edge dowel at the wing center section covering exactly ½ of the width of 
rib “R1”.  Run dowel out to 5th rib bay from center and trim to fit exactly ½ width of this rib.  
Do the same for the opposite wing panel.  Next lay in the  remaining leading edge starting 
from where the first dowel ends at the 5th rib bay from center and extending out to wing 
tip (trim excess material from leading edge at wing tip). 
 
When using the fiber leading edge, a cut-off wheel is recommended – cut your parts 
about 1/16” too long then sand to length for a more exact fit. 
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14. Key parts “W7a” to the unique notches at “R1” and spanning the centerline of the leading 
edge.  Next, double “W7a” with “W7b” matching the parts along the outside boarder 
which will allow “W7b” to slightly overlap the leading edge dowel.  Finally, lightly sand and 
shape the leading edge of “W7b” to follow the contour of rib “R1”. 

 

   
 

15. DO NOT OVERLOOK THIS STEP.  The assembly of your SOARstik wing is not 
complete until you re-visit all of your glue joints and wick liberal amounts of thin CA glue 
along each joint. 

 
16. Using 250-400 grit sand paper, lightly sand the wing assembly in preparation for 

covering. 
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Steps to Final Assembly 
 
Covering the model 
  
A resource guide to covering using Stevens AeroModel AeroFILM and AeroLITE is available for 
download from www.stevensaero.com.   Download this document and use it as a guide for 
covering the SOARstik.  No surprises here just follow the directions and work slowly remember 
any imperfections will need to be sanded smooth as the covering will expose every bump or drip 
of CA glue. 
 
Apply Tape Hinges 
  
Tape hinge the control surfaces:  
 

1. My favorite method for this is to tape the covered components to my building board 
allowing for a 1/32” spacing between the wing/stabilizer and control surface.  This 
spacing is necessary to allow for sufficient control surface travel without binding.  Taping 
the parts to the table allows you to lock in your control surface spacing prior to laying 
down your tape hinge. 

 
 

2. With the parts taped to the work table, cut a piece of ¾” wide clear tape that is 2-3 inches 
longer than your part to be hinged.  Lay this tape hinge centered between the parts and 
smooth out any wrinkles or bubbles.  Remove the overage with a sharp hobby knife as 
illustrated below: 

 

   
 
 

3. Now invert your piece, and proceed to hinge the opposite side.  This time have a helper 
flex your control surface back against the opposite surface and lay a tape hinge directly 
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down the centerline of your work.  You now have a solid hinge that will not fail in flight 
and does not have exposed adhesive that will trap debris between the control surfaces. 

 

 
 

 
4. Repeat this process for the Vertical Stab. / Rudder and Wing / Aileron hinges. 

 
 
Prepare the Fuselage 
 
You have a great deal of freedom when assembling your SOARstik fuselage.   Refer to plan 
sheet for the fuselage parts location diagram.  Your battery, servo, and wing mount placement 
may change depending upon your equipment.   
 

1. Horizontal Stabilizer Location: 
• From Aft end of fuselage measure and mark 20mm 
• From Aft end of fuselage measure and mark 70mm 

 
Verify that the marked positions will allow your stabilizer assembly to mount without interference 
between the boom and the elevator, then use a 1/32” drill bit to drill a pilot hole in the fuselage 
boom at each marked location. 
 

 
 
 

2. Vertical Stabilizer Location 
• Rotate the fuselage 90 degrees 
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• From Aft end of fuselage measure and mark 90mm 
• From Aft end of fuselage measure and mark 140mm 

 
Verify that the marked positions will allow your vertical stabilizer assembly to mount without 
interference between the elevator and the rudder, then use a 1/32” drill bit to drill a pilot hole in 
the fuselage boom at each marked location. 
 

3. Complete this assembly by using the supplied #2x3/16” self tapping screws, double sided 
tape (from GWS-SLOW-STICK-AS1 or use thick CA glue), and plastic stabilizer mounting 
doublers (also from GWS-SLOW-STICK-AS1) to secure your empennage assembly as 
illustrated below.  Note:  The double sided tape / glue should sandwich between the 
wooden tail feathers and the fuselage boom – it is not required to remove covering from 
the stabilizer.  Note: we now include a 1/32” plywood stabilizer mounting doubler in 
your parts kit these are etched (HS0) and (VS0) and are pre-drilled for both 
aluminum and fiberglass fuselage variations. 

 

 
 

4. With the empennage installed, mount the control horns to the elevator and rudder 
assembly.   These control horns will press fit through the small laser cut holes in the 
elevator and rudder surface.  Once pressed into position, secure with thin CA glue on 
both the top and bottom side of the surface.  After the glue has cured, use a pair of flush 
cut side cutters to remove the excess “stud” from the control horn. 
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5. Install the remainder of the plastic parts from the GWS Slow Stick part tree AS3.  Refer to 
plan sheet for the wing assembly parts location diagram.  

 
 
6. The main landing gear installs to the leading wing saddle, install the provided 3” wheels 

and retain with the rubber wheel retainers. 
 

 
 
 
7. The tail wheel installs to the push rod support just forward of the vertical fin.  Install the 

provided 1” wheel and retain with the hard plastic wheel retainer and a drop of thin CA 
glue.  

 

 
 

8. IMPORTANT! Measure 5.75” from the front of the fuselage boom and position the 
leading edge of the forward wing saddle at this point.  Test fit the wing to the saddle and 
adjust the trailing edge wing saddle to fit making adjustments to your servo rail location 
and battery / radio tray locations as required. 

 
9. Mount your rudder and elevator servos to the servo trays using the hardware that came 

with the servos.  Prior to installing the servo push-rod, center your servos using your 
transmitter.  

 
10. Trim away extra control horn “ears” from the servo control horn as indicated below.  

Select the inner most hole on the servo control horn and drill to fit the control horn wire. 
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11. Ignore the pushrods included in the AS1 parts kit (if you purchased AS1 separately) 
Instead use the provided 24” lengths of 0.045” diameter pushrod included with this wing 
kit.  Begin by making a “Z” bend at one end of the 24” push-rod.  Next, about 1” from the 
“Z” bend make a “V” about 3/8” tall in the pushrod (as illustrated below). 

 

 
 

12. Install the Z-Bend end of the push rod to the servo control horn, route the push rod 
through the guides in the aft wing saddle and pushrod guide (just forward of the vertical 
stab) then re-install control horn to servo.  
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13. Center the control surface.  Align the wire with the top hole in the control horn, then make 

a 90 degree bend at the control surface horn so that the bend will pass directly through 
the top hole in the control horn.  Clip the excess wire leaving about ¼” at the 90 degree 
bend.  Drill the control horn and DuBro RC Micro2 EZ Link to accept the wire and connect 
as indicated below. 

 

   
 
 

14. The GWS EPS-350C/CS 5.33:1 or DS 6.6:1 ratio motor / gearbox combo is an excellent 
match to this airframe.  To prevent the motor from sliding off the stick in-flight, I suggest 
that you should secure the motor / gearbox or the motor mount adapter to the stick with a 
small self taping screw as shown in the photo below. 

 

 
 
 

15. Tape hinge the Ailerons:  Follow the same method used for hinging the elevator and 
rudder.  Temporarily mask the ailerons from the underside of the wing leaving a 1/32” 
gap between the leading edge of the aileron and the trailing edge of the wing.  Hinge the 
top side of the ailerons to the wing assembly using clear scotch tape.  Remove the 
masking tape, flex the aileron up and double with another length of tape along the 
underside of the aileron/wing hinge point. 

 
16. Aileron Control Horns:  Install the DuBro RC Micro2 Control Horns through the covering 

in the ailerons over the laser cut control horn locating holes.  Control horns are installed 
to underside of aileron assembly directly aft of the servo pocket. Secure control horn with 
Thin CA glue and remove excess post material. 
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17. Install your aileron servos to the aileron servo pockets.  Aileron Servo Wire:  The servo 

wire exits the servo pocket adjacent to the servo and is secured to the underside of the 
wing using scotch tape.  If using a 4 ch. radio plug both Aileron servo leads into a “Y” 
adapter.  

 
 

 
18. Make up two small pushrods from the short length of  0.045” wire stock provided with this 

kit.  Cut the 0.045” wire length in half.  Using the same method as described in step 11; 
make a “Z” bend in one end, followed by a “V” bend for length adjustment.  Center your 
aileron servos, remove excess control horn material, and install to the servo control horn.  
Follow the same procedure as you did on the rudder/elevator assembly to center the 
control surface, make a 90 degree bend in the control rod, and install through the control 
horn on the aileron.  Retain with DuBro RC Micro2 EZ-Link. 
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19. Attach the wing to the fuselage using no more then four #16 rubber bands.  For the best 
crash resistance, do not cross your rubber bands.  Also remember more rubber bands 
increases the tension on the wing and will make it more likely to break in a crash.  Use 
fresh rubber bands after a week’s flying. 

 
20. Install the remainder of your onboard radio gear following the manufactures guidelines 

supplied with your radio components.  Test the radio for proper function and proceed on 
to first flight.  I strongly suggest that you seek assistance from an experienced r/c pilot if 
this is the first time you have setup a radio in a model. 

 
First Flight Checklist 

  
 Check for loose wires, control linkage, and cracked rubber bands, or damaged 

components. 
 Perform a range check (see your Tx manual) 
 Are you using a freshly charged flight pack battery and Tx battery? 
 Check the balance:  The balance point or CG (Center of Gravity) is roughly 2.5” aft of 

the leading edge of the wing.  Balance the model here for your first flight. 
 Sight along wings and tail surfaced and remove warps if found prior to flying.  Your 

rudder should be perpendicular to your horizontal stabilizer and your horizontal stabilizer 
should be parallel to your wings.  Wing tips should not twist down in the back (wash in).  
Ailerons should be evenly set and matched with trailing edge of wing. 

   
A simple way to check your wing for warps is to sight along the underside of the wing from the back of 
the model – to do this let your models main gear rest on the ground stand behind the model and raise 
the tail up until you can see the underside of the wing.  Slowly drop the tail until the underside of the 
wing starts to vanish from your line of sight – hold the model in this position and compare the visible 
surfaces of the top and bottom of both wings.  If you can see more of the bottom of the right wing 
compared to the left then you probably have a bit of wash-out (a slight twist up at the wing tip trailing 
edge) in the right wing alternatively you may have a bit of wash-in in the left wing or the tendency for 
the wing trailing edge to twist down.  You can also lay each wing half on a flat surface, hold the root of 
the wing (inside rib) flat against your table top and observe if your wing lies flat on the table.  Wash 
out will make the plane more stable and spin resistant, as the tips of the wing will continue to fly while 
the root is stalled.  Wash-in will make the plane more difficult to fly at near stall speeds.  A model that 
always drops one wing at stall will often have a bit of twist in the wing or wash-in on the wing that 
drops. 
  

 Check control surface throws and direction. 
 

Suggested Control Surface Travel  
Elevator  +/- 3/8 "  
Rudder +/- 3/4"  
Aileron Up 3/4” / Down 1/2” 
 

 Choose a calm day and a grassy field for your maiden trim flight! 
 Set the plane so that take off will occur directly into the wind.  Slowly advance throttle to 

full power – steer with rudder to track the plane straight – within about 5-10’ you will be 
airborne.  Allow the SOARstik  to climb slowly under power resisting the urge to add 
excessive elevator to climb out.    Climb out to 100+ feet, reduce your throttle to 50-60% 
and begin trimming the plane for level flight. 

 First trim the SOARstik in pitch.  You will notice that the SOARstik will climb under power 
this is part of the planes nature and stems from it’s positive stability (once trimmed, the 
SOARstik will recover rapidly to level flight from a dive by simply centering the control 
surfaces and allowing the plane to fly itself out of trouble).  To trim for pitch set your 
throttle to just over ½.  Next, use the trim tab on your transmitter for elevator to add or 
decrease elevator trim until you have the plane flying level.  Reducing power or adding 
power will necessitate re-trimming the plane in pitch.  Remember when you want your 
plane to climb add power not up elevator.  When you want to descend, reduce power. 
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 Next, trim the plane in roll.  Using the aileron trim tab on your transmitter add left or right 
aileron trim until the wings are level. 

 Next, trim the rudder.  With the power off  enter a shallow dive and note if the plane 
tracks right or left.  Trim the plane to track straight in a shallow dive.  
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This page has been provided for you to scheme a color scheme! 
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SOARstik Flight Guide 

Aileron Training 
 

Written By Scott Stoops 
 

   
 

 “The Pilot’s Guide to Mastering Radio Control Flight” 
www.rcpilotguide.com 

 
 

About the Author 

A lifetime in aviation would be an accurate description of the involvement Scott Stoops has had in both the RC modeling 
world and full-scale aviation. He grew up in an aviation family, with his father being an airline pilot. From an early age, he 
exhibited an interest in all things aviation. With the help of his father, he built his first RC model aircraft at the age of 10. 
He stayed active in RC models for the balance of his adolescence, which was only limited by his education and interest in 
full-scale aviation.  

At the age of 16, he soloed a full-scale aircraft and progressed quickly through his FAA licenses, becoming a 
commercially rated pilot and Certified Flight Instructor at the age of 18. He specialized in tail wheel, instrument, and 
aerobatic instruction. While working full time as a flight instructor, glider tow-pilot, and cargo pilot, Scott completed his 
college degree. Upon completing college at 21 years of age, with over 2800 hours of flying experience, he was hired by 
United Airlines as a Boeing 737 First Officer. Since that time he has flown as a First Officer on the Boeing 737-200, 737-
300, Airbus A320, Boeing 767/757, and as a Captain on the Boeing 737-300. 

While learning to fly and working as an instructor, Scott’s interest in aerobatic flight grew. He learned and later taught 
aerobatics in a variety of aircraft. He has also competed in a Russian Yak-55 in full scale International Aerobatic Club 
contests progressing through the ranks towards the Advanced category. Scott currently flies the Russian Sukhoi Su-26mx 
in the Advanced category. He currently has over 10,000 hours of full scale flying including over 1500 hours of tail wheel 
and aerobatic experience. 

At home, Scott and his wife Michelle have three lovely children Andrew (7), Alex (5), and Abigail (2). It is his interest in 
passing along the joy of model aviation to his family and friends that has sparked and renewed his involvement in model 
aviation in recent years. He currently enjoys building, testing, and reviewing models for a major magazine and model 
manufacturer. As well, he has written a book titled “Mastering Radio Controlled Flight” from which the following excerpts 
have been taken. The book encompasses all aspects of RC flight training including basic flight training, precision 
aerobatics, and 3D flight. For more, visit his site at www.rcpilotguide.com. 
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This guide is intended to smooth out your transition to the new aileron wing for your Slow Stick.  Good luck and have fun! 

 
Transition to Ailerons 
 
The primary difference between flying a R/E/T equipped model and an aileron-equipped model is not that one has 
ailerons for roll control and one doesn’t, but rather that the aileron-equipped model has, inherently, less overall roll 
stability.  This is primarily due to the lack of dihedral on the aileron-equipped model.  This will provide a small challenge 
when transitioning to an aileron-equipped model, as the model will have significantly less self-righting tendencies.  You’ll 
be forced to make corrections in roll that would have normally been self-correcting in your R/E/T trainer.  To me, the 
transition to an A/E/R/T model is not a significant one.  Where it becomes challenging is when a pilot makes the transition 
to a fast model (think a P-51 or Spitfire) or one with a high wing loading (think heavy weight with a small wing) as their 
first aileron model.  The transition to an aileron-equipped model is challenging enough without adding the additional speed 
and agility of a high performance aileron model to the learning process.  A more acceptable transition would be from an 
R/E/T trainer, to an A/E/R/T aileron trainer, then on to a Warbird or other faster aileron model.  Your decision to purchase 
an aileron wing for your Squirt is a good one! 
 
From a “flying the plane” point of view, ailerons present several changes to your maneuvering. With ailerons, we’ve split 
roll control from yaw control.  The ailerons control the roll of the airplane, while the rudder controls the yaw.   Turns, as a 
result of the decreased dihedral, are a full four-channel exercise.  Coordinated turns now require additional control inputs 
on the rudder as well as the ailerons to counter adverse yaw. 
 
Adverse Yaw 
 
There are two different kinds of drag that are important to understand, Parasite and Induced.  Parasite drag occurs as a 
result of pulling objects like the landing gear, antenna, and control linkages through the air and is directly related to the 
speed of the aircraft.  The faster the airspeed, the higher the parasite drag.  The second drag, induced drag, is a by-
product of creating lift.  Anytime we create additional lift, we create additional induced drag. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Adverse yaw is a direct result of induced drag.  For this example, we’ll initiate a roll into a left turn.  When we initiate the 
left turn, the left aileron deflects above the wing and the right aileron deflects below the wing.  For all practical purposes, 
we decrease the lift on the left wing allowing it to drop, and increase the lift on the right wing causing it to be raised.  As a 
result of increasing the lift on the right wing, the drag is increased on the right side of the airframe.  The by-product of that 
increase in drag on the right wing is a yaw to the right (opposite the direction of roll).  To counter adverse yaw, simply 
apply rudder in the direction of the turn...i.e., left turn - left aileron - left rudder.  A coordinated turn is one that has been 
corrected for adverse yaw.  A little later on we’ll discuss some exercises to improve your turn coordination.  
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Aerodynamics of Turning Flight 
 
It’s just a turn, right?  I mean, add a little rudder or aileron and away she 
goes, right?  Well, sort of.  While it is true that most models will turn with 
only a touch of aileron/rudder, there are techniques that allow a smooth 
transition into and out of bank angles and ensure that the model is 
coordinated in roll and yaw during the turn.  In fact, during a constant 
altitude, constant speed turn, all of the controls are used (including the 
throttle).   
 
So what exactly is a coordinated turn?  A coordinated turn is one that 
maintains a constant rate of turn with zero sideslip.  In other words, the tail 
follows the nose.  It is not uncommon for pilots to slip through an entire 
turn.  Slipping through a turn causes a large increase in the drag during the 
turn.  In many ways it can be compared to a car skidding around a turn.  In 
fact, we use similar terminology to describe uncoordinated turns with 
aircraft that is used to describe a poorly cornering car.  When the nose is 
tracking behind the actual rate of turn, it is called slipping.  Conversely, 
when the nose is tracking ahead of the rate of turn of the aircraft, it is 
called skidding. 
 
It is not only uncomfortable for the occupants (not a particularly large 
concern in our models) but is also just sloppy flying.   
 
Note** The term “coordinated turn” is one that describes a turn made by 
an aileron equipped model.  If you fly a Rudder/Elevator/Throttle (R/E/T) 
equipped model, the built in dihedral of the wings handles the coordinating 
of the turn for you, but this is still good reading as you will be flying an 
aileron model before long** 
 
Note** I know many relatively experienced pilots that have never used 
these techniques for turning flight, and their models fly fine.  It is true that 
some aileron models do not exhibit adverse yaw during turning flight (and 
as such do not require rudder coordination).  I do find, however, that the 
vast majority of aileron trainers require rudder inputs for coordinated flight.  
That said, your model will turn with just aileron inputs, it just may not 
be perfectly coordinated.  In time, I hope that you will integrate this skill into 
your flying** 
 
Our goal is to make a constant altitude, constant speed, and constant rate 
turn.  This will require the use of all four controls.  To initiate the turn, add a 
small amount of aileron to establish a roll rate towards the intended bank 
angle.  Most planes, as a result of adverse yaw from the ailerons, will yaw 
slightly in the opposite direction of the roll.  To keep the turn coordinated in 
yaw, add a small amount of pro turn rudder (left aileron/left rudder).  This 
will cause the nose to fall in line with the turn radius rather than fall to the 
outside of the turn (slipping).   
 
As for the other flight controls involved with turning, they are the elevator 
and the throttle.  The elevator will be used to raise the nose slightly during 
the turn to maintain altitude. Why is this necessary?  During a turn we use 
a portion of the lift created by the wings to change the flight vector of the 
aircraft (changing heading) through a bank angle.  With a decreased 
amount of lift being used to maintain altitude, it is necessary to increase 
the lift of the wing to avoid descending.  The only way to do this at a 
constant speed is to increase the angle of attack of the wing.  We do this 
through an up elevator input.  Keep in mind that this elevator input only 
lasts as long as the turn and will cause a balloon in altitude if you don't 
take it out as you roll out of the turn.   
 
The last control is the throttle.  In a turn, we use the throttle to maintain a 
constant airspeed.   As mentioned above, total airframe drag is increased 
during a level turn.  You may need to add a touch of throttle to overcome 
the additional drag during the turn. 
 
Who ever thought a simple turn could be so complicated?  Fortunately 
after a little practice, you'll find yourself making the necessary adjustments 
without thinking about it  
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Dutch Rolls 
 
Dutch rolls are a maneuver that I use to teach better roll and yaw coordination. The primary goal of Dutch rolls is to learn 
the correct amount of rudder to add in the direction of a roll to keep the nose coordinated as the aircraft enters a turn.  I 
recommend practicing this maneuver flying away from yourself initially.  Start by rolling slowly into a 30-degree left bank.  
Uncorrected, the nose will yaw slightly to the right.  Add just enough left rudder to keep the nose from displacing away 
from center.  Once you reach a 30-degree bank angle, roll into a 30-degree bank to the right, and add enough right rudder 
to keep the nose from yawing to the left.  Notice how much right rudder it takes to counter the adverse yaw caused by 
rolling into that right bank.  Repeat until you are comfortable with the correct amount of rudder required to coordinate the 
turn. 
 
After mastering the maneuver flying away from your self, try it flying towards yourself.  It will be frustrating at first, but just 
remember that you are adding rudder in the direction of the aileron input.  Hopefully this maneuver will help to get your 
fingers trained to compensate for adverse yaw and keep those turns coordinated. 
 
Slips 
 
Slips are a maneuver that we’ll use to help prepare you for crosswind takeoff and landings.  In the most basic sense, 
slipping flight is uncoordinated flight.  Anytime the model is flown with a sideslip condition (i.e., not going where the nose 
is pointed), it is slipping.  While it‘s a poor technique to use during turns (discussed earlier), slips can be a very useful 
technique during crosswind takeoffs and landings.  The second common use of slips is to increase the rate of descent by 
increasing the drag on the airplane. 
 
With an aileron-equipped model, it is possible to yaw the aircraft one direction, and roll the aircraft in the opposite 
direction, causing any turning tendencies to be nullified (i.e. the model continues flying straight ahead).  Used in this 
manner, the aircraft will be flying sideways through the air and is known as a forward slip (as the aircraft continues 
heading “forward”).  This significantly increases the drag on the model and thus increases the rate of descent.  This is 
helpful when you are above your intended flight path and need to increase drag to get back on path.   
 
To practice forward slips and compare their effectiveness in increasing drag, we must compare the rate of descent 
between an idle descent rate and an idle “slipping” descent rate.   
 
To start, set up a descent with the throttle closed and mentally record how fast the model descends.  Then, after climbing 
back up to altitude, set up another idle descent.  Once established, roll into a 15-20 degree bank in one direction.  Add 
enough opposite rudder (i.e. right aileron/left rudder) to stop any turning tendencies and fly straight ahead.  Notice the 
increased rate of descent.  To recover, simply neutralize your cross control inputs and the model will fly normally.  
Practice with several different bank angles, adjusting the rudder to maintain a slip with no heading change.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The more common use of a slip is in crosswind takeoffs and landings. This will be explained in the next section but suffice 
to say that even Jet Transport Aircraft use slips when taking off and landing in crosswinds.  Basically, by de-linking the 
rudder with the aileron in a slip we can control bank and yaw independently, allowing precise heading and drift control.   
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Crosswind Takeoff 
 
During calm winds, the takeoff is a rudder/elevator maneuver.  You use the rudder for directional control (left and right) 
and the elevator for pitch control.  Roll control is not a major player.  Crosswind takeoffs, however, require aileron control 
to counter the cross-wind in addition to more involved control of yaw through the rudder.   
 
During a crosswind takeoff, we have forces acting on the model that are different from a calm wind (or into the wind) 
takeoff.  With a crosswind there is a significant weathervane effect in yaw.  The nose will want to yaw into the wind, 
aligning the fuselage into the wind.  We counter this with the rudder.  It may take a lot of opposite rudder to maintain track 
(wind from the left - right rudder).   
 
Additionally, there will be strong tendency for the upwind wing to lift off the ground before the downwind wing.  Use the 
ailerons to counter this by holding aileron into the wind (left crosswind, left aileron).   
 
Let’s go ahead and fly a takeoff with a crosswind from the left.  Start the takeoff with the elevator full up (standard) and 
with approximately ¼ left aileron to help keep that wing down during the takeoff roll.  You will notice a larger than normal 
right rudder input to maintain the centerline.  As the model accelerates, raise the tail normally.  If you have the correct 
aileron input, the right wing will fly slightly before the left wing.  The model will lift off in a slight left bank.  Maintain that 
bank for the first few feet after takeoff while maintaining directional control with the rudder.  As the model continues 
climbing, let it yaw into the wind and establish a crab (discussed in the crosswind landing section) to maintain the runway 
centerline during the climb-out. 
 
 

 
 
Crosswind Landings 
 
Crosswind landing you say?  I thought we were supposed to takeoff and land into the wind, right?  In a perfect world, yes.  
However, that is not always possible (some fields have only one runway and it probably isn’t always into the wind).  In this 
section, we’ll examine why a different procedure is required for crosswind landings, and learn how to execute that 
procedure. 
 
To understand why crosswind landings are different, it’s important to acknowledge the difference in track over the ground 
while flying in a crosswind.  All airplanes are affected by the speed and wind direction of the airmass in which they are 
flying.  In calm winds, you simply point the airplane in the direction you want it to travel and it will fly a precise course over 
the ground.  If you were to do this in a crosswind, the model would drift slowly downwind.   
   
If you intend to fly a precise path over the ground in a crosswind, you’ll need to “crab” into the wind so that a portion of 
your speed vector is being used to counter the drift caused by the crosswind.  We crab the aircraft by turning it slightly into 
the prevailing wind to allow a precise flight path over the ground on the intended track.  If the wind is from the left, then the 
aircraft is crabbed slightly to the left into the wind to counter the crosswind. 
 
Crabbing works extremely well when flying a track over the ground in a crosswind.  Why can’t we do this same thing when 
landing in a crosswind, you ask?  When landing, as you know, it is critical to be pointing down the runway.  If you were to 
allow the model to touch down in a crab, it would contact the runway “crooked” and that is asking for significant directional 
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control problems in your landing.  Conversely, if you point the model down the runway with the wings level in a crosswind, 
the model will be drifting across the runway at touchdown (also asking for huge problems).  The solution is found in a slip. 
 
During a crosswind landing, you’ll use the rudder to align the nose of the model down the runway and the ailerons to 
prevent drift.  By using cross control inputs, we can simultaneously counter drift (with a slight bank into the wind - using 
part of our lift vector to counter the wind) and maintain runway centerline directionally (with the rudder aligning the nose of 
the model with the centerline).  The model will, as a result of the bank angle, touchdown with one wing low.  It will touch 
on one main tire and the tail wheel first and the other tire as the model slows and the downwind wing stops flying. 
 
To practice for crosswind landings, I recommend doing practice crosswind approaches, establishing a crab initially and at 
approximately 20-30 feet, transition into a slip.  Use the rudder control to align the fuselage directionally with the runway 
centerline, and use the bank angle to adjust the planes position laterally to remain over the intended track.  As you 
approach the runway, execute a go-around.  Fly a normal traffic pattern (practicing crabbing throughout the pattern, as if 
it’s a crosswind landing, it is also a crosswind in the pattern), and repeat the approach.  As you get comfortable flying the 
crosswind approach, proceed lower each time.  One thing to keep in mind when flying slipping approaches (either for 
crosswind purposes or altitude loss) is that there is significantly more drag on the model, so you will notice a higher than 
normal rate of descent.  You may need to fly the approach with a slight amount of power to reduce the rate of descent. 
 
The crosswind touchdown from a good stabilized crosswind approach is relatively straight- forward.  The biggest problems 
that most pilots have is remaining on track during the flare, and maintaining directional control during the rollout. 
 
So, let’s fly this.  Establish a normal crabbing approach.  At 20-30 feet, transition into a slipping attitude, using rudder for 
centerline control and bank angle for lateral positioning.  As the model crosses through the 3-5 foot altitude range, slowly 
close the throttle and initiate the flare.  Notice that as the model decelerates in the flare, you will need to increase control 
deflections (rudder for directional control, aileron for lateral control–upwind/downwind, and pitch for the flare).  This 
increasing of control inputs will continue until and, in fact, beyond touchdown.  After the model touches down on all three 
wheels and begins decelerating, smoothly add full up elevator to ensure good directional control during the rollout.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As a result of the crosswind, there will be a strong tendency for the upwind wing to lift  (even during the flare and rollout). 
As the model decelerates, it is important to continue to hold the aileron input in to keep the upwind wing down.  As usual 
in all landings, use the rudder to maintain directional control on the runway. 
 
I hope you have enjoyed this brief instructional supplement for the Aileron Equipped SOARstik Trainer.  Here’s to 

blue skies, calm winds, round loops, and soft touchdowns. 
 

Good luck with your new model! 
 
 

www.rcpilotguide.com 
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SAVE 10%* When you purchase “Mastering Radio Controlled Flight” 

Use Coupon Code: 4T2T3IL3 

I hope that you enjoyed reading this excerpt adapted from “Mastering Radio Controlled Flight” By 
Scott M. Stoops.  Continue your mastery of radio controlled flight by purchasing the entire 
reference from www.stevensaero.com.  Your purchase of this model airplane kit qualifies you for 
a 10% discount off the cover price of $23.95.  To redeem this discount coupon please follow the 
steps EXACTLY as described below: 

1. Go to www.stevensaero.com and add the book “Mastering Radio Controlled Flight” to 
your shopping cart. 

2. Click on the “View Cart” link on the right side of the web page.  Scroll to the bottom of the 
“View Cart” page and find the box labeled “Coupon Code” 

3. Input the following 4T2T3IL3 coupon code and submit. 
4. Continue to “Checkout” either log in to your existing account or create a new one and 

complete the checkout process. 

*ORDERS MUST BE ORIGINATED ONLINE FOR DISCOUNT we have many checkout 
options including: online payments and offline payments (by phoning in your credit card or 
mailing a check)  As long as the order originates from the on-line cart the discount will be 
applied regardless of payment option.  This offer is only available at www.stevensaero.com 

 

 

About the Book 

Written by an accomplished full scale pilot and R/C pilot , 
"Mastering Radio Controlled Flight" is an R/C flight instruction 
manual that offers a tried and true tested path to 
success. R/C modeling can be a challenging hobby as a 
result of its very steep learning curve and the lack of "crash-
ability" of even the most durable trainer. This book provides 
you with the knowledge and techniques you need to be 
successful.  

This book offers an array of useful information to help pave 
the path from rank beginner, through basic flight training, 
precision aerobatics, and 3D flight. Much like any skill-set, 
learning R/C flight is a process. By starting with basic core 
knowledge and slowly integrating solid techniques, we can 
rig your path towards R/C competency for success.  

Filled with over 100 innovative diagrams and easy to 
understand descriptions, this is like no other R/C flight 
manual you've ever seen. Most of the diagrams show precise 
stick placement along with the position of the model in each 
maneuver. Whether your goal is simply to be able to safely 
maneuver your model from takeoff through landing, fly 
traditional IMAC aerobatic sequences with style, or to pull off 
a parachute into a torque roll, this is the book for you.  

 




